Stand-to-Pee (STP) Packers
and Devices
Available at Trans Tool Shed
2427 N Murray Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

transtoolshed.com

Pstyle $12
•
•
•
•

Hard plastic
Easy to use while fully clothed
Difficult to conceal in pocket
Comes in seven colors

Go Girl $10
•
•
•
•

Bendable, foldable silicone
Difficult to use while fully clothed
Easy to fold and conceal in a pocket.
Comes in pink or camo (tan)

The Fenis $15
•
•
•
•

Bendable, foldable silicone
Somewhat difficult to use while fully clothed
Easy to fold and conceal in a pocket.
Comes in numerous colors and 4 flesh tones
(vanilla, caramel, olive, chocolate)

Mr. Fenis $25
•
•
•
•
•

Bendable, foldable silicone
Larger than Fenis and with added head
Somewhat difficult to use while fully clothed
Easy to fold and conceal in a pocket.
Comes in 4 flesh tones
(vanilla, caramel, olive, chocolate)

Number One $52

• Flexible silicone
• Funnel is built into the design and a hole runs
through the length of the shaft; no tubing
• Doesn't wear/pack like a typical packer
due to shape
• 3 colors: vanilla, caramel, and chocolate

STP Fitz 2.0 Mr. Sofite $38 & $39
• Mr. Softie soft packer retrofitted with a
tubing/funnel combo through the shaft
• Tubing and funnel are made of silicone
• Tubing/funnel is a single piece, eliminating
glue and preventing breakage
• Funnel is soft enough to collapse into itself
partially during regular packing
• Available in small and large
• 2 colors: vanilla and caramel

Packer Gear STP $15

• Somewhat firm 100% silicone, but entirely
hollow so it can be folded into packing
position
• Funnel is built into the design; no tubing
• Not as "squishy" as most soft packers, but
firmness of funnel may help some with use
• Hollow core may help those who experience
overflow with other designs
• 2 colors: vanilla and caramel

Packer Gear Ultra Soft Silicone STP
$35
• Flexible silicone
• Funnel is built into the design and a hole runs 		
through the length of the shaft; no tubing
• Entirely hollow; may work for some with
metaoidioplasty, depending on size/length
• 4 colors: ivory, tan, brown, and dark brown

Sam the STP $75
• Flexible silicone
• Funnel is built into the design and a hole runs 		
through the length of the shaft; no tubing
• Optional silicone insert can be purchased
for penetration function
• 4 colors: cashew, caramel, hazelnut, and 		
chocolate

Model A $80
•
•
•
•

Flexible silicone
Available in circumcised and uncircumcised
Largest of the "Model D" family of products
Funnel built into the design, a hole runs
through the shaft; there is no tubing
• 3D testicles
• 3 colors: vanilla, caramel, and chocolate

Model D $75
•
•
•
•

Flexible silicone
Available in circumcised and uncircumcised
Mid-size of the "Model D" family of products
Funnel built into the design, a hole runs
through the shaft; there is no tubing
• 3D testicles
• 3 colors: vanilla, caramel, and chocolate

Sport $70
•
•
•
•

Flexible silicone
Available in circumcised and uncircumcised
Smallest of the "Model D" family of products
Funnel built into the design, a hole runs
through the shaft; there is no tubing
• 3D testicles
• 3 colors: vanilla, caramel, and chocolate

Model E (youth size) $50
• Flexible silicone
• Available in circumcised and uncircumcised
• Designed specifically for trans youth, for
whom an adult-size STP is too large
• Funnel built into the design, a hole runs
through the shaft; there is no tubing
• 3D testicles
• 3 colors: vanilla, caramel, and chocolate

What to look for when choosing an STP device

Much of the advice below is geared toward trans men, who often
have specific needs when it comes to privacy and safety when using
an STP. But some advice will still be relevant to all users.
1. Will I be using the STP in privacy, or in a more public place like
a urinal, campsite, or worksite?
If you typically plan to use your STP in a bathroom stall, or at home,
or any other mostly private place, you might not care so much about
how your STP looks, but rather how well it functions. However, if you
are planning on using your STP in a men's room at a urinal, or in a
semi-public setting such as a campsite, a boat, or a worksite, you
may be concerned about what others will see if they catch a glimpse
of your STP. If that is the case, you might want to consider an STP
packer, or at the very least something that appears to be flesh-toned
and that is easily tucked into your pants after use.
2. Do I want an STP that looks like a penis?
As noted above, certain situations (like urinal use or other semipublic use of your STP) might be safer and less stressful with an STP
that looks like a penis. But even for those who always pee in privacy,
having an STP that looks like a penis may help them feel more at
home in their bodies. Many trans guys choose prosthetic penises
with an STP option for this added sense of well-being.
3. How will I clean and store the STP when not in use?
Some STPs are designed to be easily folded and hidden in a pocket
or a bag, while others can be a bit more unwieldy. Keep in mind how
you plan to get the STP to the bathroom with you, and whether you’d
like to rinse it out and store it again immediately after use.
TAKE NOTE: MOST STPs TAKE PRACTICE TO MASTER!
All STPs, especially STP packers, will take some practice to get the
hang of it. It is best to first practice at home, without your clothes on
in the shower to get used to correct placement and flow. While still at
home, practice in front of the toilet without clothes, and then finally
try it at in front of the toilet while clothed. This is crucial if you plan on
using a public urinal! It is better to have any accidents or mishaps at
home than when you are out in public.

